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Planetary Nebula BD+30 3639 - discovered by W.W. Campbell in 1893 
with 36” refractor.  
AO image from Gemini North Telescope, June 1999.
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SOR  = Starfire Optical Range outside of Albuquerque, NM
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Amplitude fluctuations are a second-order effect while wavefronts 
propagate from perturbing atmospheric layer to the telescope.
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Dry convective. (a) Rogers Lake, California campaign, October 2006. 
(b) Rogers Lake, California campaign, May 2007. Circles mark noise 
floor. Error bars indicate instrumental uncertainty.  Thermosonde
measurements – 1 meter horizonal separation between two unheated 
tungsten fine wire probes.  
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Cn2 can be measured many ways, e.g., lidar, scidar
Often measured as part of astronomical site testing and selection.

Note that as you look through more atmosphere (greater zenith 
distance or airmass), you will see more turbulence, so r0 generally 
decreases with increasing zenith distance (airmass).
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New  systems, such as ShaneAO, are moving into optical wavelength 
correction.
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Note: Define Wavefront for public talks
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Some AO systems have a deformable secondary mirror, rather than 
having the DM being after the Cassegrain, Coude, or Naysmith focus.
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More extensive animation at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BpT_tXYy_I
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New system installed April 2014.  Has 8x8, 16x16, and 30x30 
subaperture WFS options. 
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Other technologies for DMs are in use, such as MEMs and bimorph 
mirrors.
Shane AO woofer DM uses voice coils as actuators.  Shane AO tweeter 
MEMS DM uses electrostatic forces.
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Fit mirror shape to measured wavefront based on actuator influence 
functions and spacing.  This information is contained in the
DM control matrix.  Fit of wavefront to mirror is never perfect.

Can also use deformable secondary mirror, for example, the MMT, LBT, 
VLT.
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Other wavefront sensing techniques:
Curvature Sensing
Pyramid Sensors
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Example of very best performance.  Typical Strehl under good seeing is 
0.4-0.5. Under excellent seeing 0.6-0.7.
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Recommend Goodman’s “Fourier Optics”
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How many degrees of freedom is determined by number of 
subapertures on the wavefront sensor and the number of actuators on 
the DM.
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List of first 35 Zernike polynomials in polar coordinates at 
http://www.optics.arizona.edu/jcwyant/zernikes/ZernikeEquations.htm
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Isokinetic angle is angle for which tip/tilt correction is still ok.
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Not always a guide star available where you need one.  Harder to find 
guide stars for objects further from the galactic plane.
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Less than 1% of the sky is near enough to a suitably bright natural 
guide star (V<12).
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24 level Bloch equations describe rates of transition between States in 
Hyperfine structure
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Sodium vs. Rayleigh beacons:
Rayleigh at 12-14 km altitude - gated systems
Sodium at 90 km altitude - harder technology but much better 
performance

Also, laser guide star operations still need a faint tip/tilt star since the 
laser can’t measure the tip/tilt aberration. 
Tip/tilt star can be significantly fainter (at Lick V~16).   
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The brighter the star, the faster the AO system can measure the 
wavefront.  Also, with brighter stars you can use more subapertures on 
the Hartmann sensor and measure the wavefront on a finer spatial 
scale. As the seeing degrades (r0 gets smaller) the turbulence is more 
severe and harder to correct, so the Strehl will decrease. 

The fainter the star the slower you need to run the camera to collect 
enough photons to make an accurate measurement of the wavefront.  
The horizontal line is at 100 DN, giving a S/N = 10 for each 
subaperture. With ShaneAO the slowest rate for the WFS camera is 
50Hz, so this limits the magnitude of natural guide stars to r<13.5 (with 
some dependence on the color of the star).  The tip-tilt camera can run 
as slow at 40Hz, limiting the guide stars to r<18.
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Actually dotted line is for old Lick AO system, but it underestimates the 
strehl.  Lick AO system matched the 8 line. 
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Compromises on finding suitable PSF - guide star pairs depend on 
whether separation, position angle, guide star color and/or magnitude
Is most important.   I.e., usually more important to have similar 
separation than position angle. 
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Need to check any pair to make sure stars are real rather than artifacts, 
not galaxies or binary stars.  Select pairs based on proximity to science 
target, magnitude of Guide Star, magnitude of PSF star, separation and  
position angle of the pair.  It is rare to find exact match, so need to know 
what limits or errors are most relevant or constraining.
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Uncorrected static aberrations can be from higher order Zernikes in AO 
system or primary mirror.  Tend to change with zenith distance at 
Lick.
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Info for old Lick AO system.  Will depend on AO system.
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Top left: Actual Wavefront Bottom left: Uncorrected image
Top middle: DM fit

Bottom right: Corrected image
Top right: Residuals of fit
Note that corrected PSF has incomplete first Airy ring and only hints of 
more Airy rings with conventional AO.
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Top left: Actual Wavefront Bottom left: Uncorrected image
Top middle: DM fit

Bottom right: Corrected image
Top right: Residuals of fit
Note that corrected PSF image shows many complete Airy rings as well 
as less incomplete outer Airy rings.
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TMT = Thirty meter telescope.  Selected site is Mauna Kea, Hawaii.
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CfAO Yr2, Theme 2 formed and kicked off a multi-institution collaborative 
project and a series of workshops (2002-2005) on analysis modeling and 
simulation of AO for ELTs. Special problem was the size of the problem (30 m 
aperture) which precluded scaling the Gemini MCAO reconstructor.


